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THE ECONOMIST'S ROLE AS A SOCIAL SCIENTIST'

What is social science? IVhat is the place of economics 
among the social sciences? TVhat is the role of the eoonomist as a 
social ecientiat? These are tlie questions to which I shall attempt 
some answers in this brief address.

Social Science deals with the activities of man in society 
and it tries to do so in a scientific manner. The activities of man 
in society relate not only to his relations with other men but also 
his relation to his environramt and the natural resources which he 
can utilise. They include not only his economic activities such aa 
production, distribution, consumption and accumulation but also hia 
political activities which include his relations with Government, Law 
and Administration, his aooial activities vrfiich include his relation 
with the family and other groupings, his intellectual activities which 
are connected with education, information, science, technology and 
innovation and his cultural activities v/hich include his traditions, 
beliefs, concepts and views of life and society. In all these activities 
he is influenced not only by his own psychology and personal response 
but also by the institutions through vhich his activities are carried 
on and his social response idiloh is influenced by his historical memories 
and the value systems to which he gives his conscious or unconscious 
adherence. Thus his social activities have different aspects and different 
motivations and compulsions,, And yet he is a avhole human being who is 
influenced in his action by all these aspects and becomes therefore a 
difficult object for study and predictability in any one aspect. And 
yet, with the gro\Ting roâ jnltude and complexity of human activities, and 
for the sake of convenience of cognition and analysis, the study of man 
in society or social science has now branched off into different academic 
disciplines such as economics, politics, sociology, anthropology, law, 
education, psychology, history, philosopJiy and religion. Thus while every- 
individual social science studies one individual aspect of man in society, 
we have no social scioice that roaJces an integrated study of all these 
aspects. The social science egg has thus got scrambled, and now we are 
all trying to see how it can be unscrambled.

By calling it science, v/c have addctl a new dlmmsion to the 
study of man in society. Science has acquired its connotation mainly 
from its association with \diat are called the physical or the natural sciences, 
Any study must obviously mean observation, identification and description.
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But even a atydy that does not claim the appellation, 'scientific* 
cannot just he a collection of disjointed data. It has to go beyond 
this and include analysis for understanding the b^iaviour of the 
ihenomencffi in question and identify such uniforndties as can be observed 
or deduced in Its behaviour throu^ the numerous data gathered about 
its wp^ng.whiph, are t)oth trivial and significant, V.hether this can 
be tenned a quest for the essence behind the phcnoniena is a moot question. 
Essence is something which by suitable treatment can be enlarged into 
a semblance of the original or It is sometliing which remains intact after 
other accompar.iments Stre'removed; and it could figure more appropriately 
in the studies on natural sciences. But it is difficult to give it 
concrete content 'in the social sciences. Quite frankly, the use of the 
word essence in ttie social context is something vAiich, to me, la more 
nystical than real and abstract than concrete.

Essence dioxild stand by itself and not need any explanation 
in terms of the components from vAiich the essence is drav/n, That is vdiy 
I find nyself unable to accept the thesis that power Is the essence behind 
all social phenomena. This search for the ultimate may have a place, in 
philosojhy or religion but would be much more difficult to establish in 
the mundane social sciences such as economics. At the same time, the 
systematisation and analysis of the observed data for attempting a 
formulation of the identifiable uniformities of behaviour or mutual 
relations or even cause and effect in the observed phenomenon is in 
line with the connotation given to the word 'scientific* and justify our 
calling the academic disciplines dealing with the study of man In society 
as social sciences.

But it is necessary for the social scientist to make it clear 
that his science belongs to a vastly different kind of species from the 
natural sciences, almost ranking it a separate genus. This is not only 
because of the methodology of controlled experiments that is resorted 
to in the natural sciences and the poiver of predictability this gives to the 
natural scientist but also because his controlled experiments are based 
on the capacity to separate the phenomenon into concrete variables and to 
re-write them either in the same form or in some other form of his choice 
to give him the results he desires. In the case of the social aolcntlst, —  
and certainly in the case of economics the separation of the observed 
phenomenon into its component variables is conceptual rather than concrete.



thcfu^ it is analogous to the controlled experiment of the natural 
scientist. But a recreation of these variables, single or in 
combination, in the same form In the real world is beyond .the capacity 
of the social scientist. That is vhy, for example, the economist 
has always to qualify his predictive pronouncements with the addition 
of ceteris paribus or other things being equal. When the reality he 
is dealing with coincides with the reality he deals with in his 
partial analysis together with the reality that is not inoluded in 
his analysis, then his prediction has a good chance to be correct. Thus 
the social scientist is also not precluded from predicting, but the 
success vdiich attends his prediction v/ill be far loss than in the case 
of ttie natural scientist. It is in his methodology of observation, 
analysis, systematisation and his scrupulous regard to be governed by 
facts and not prejudices in his treatment of data that he comes close 
to the natural scientist; and it is this \diich constitutes the scientific 
method and not the power of correct prediction,

Iftilike the natviral scientist, however, the social scientist 
is influenced in his analysis, evaluation and prescription by the value 
system he accepts and the normative outlook that ensues from it.

Whether he is an economist who is concerned vdth .human welfare 
as tlie goal of economic activity or a sociologist who seeks the fulfilment 
of desired social objectives in social relations and the working of 
social institutions or a political scientist iuho wants to see the effectivene's: 
of principles of Government by the people for the people or the presentation 
of fundamental human freedoms from political or bureaucratic power centers 
or the social psychologist vho wants to see stability, security and peace 
emerging from social relations, the social scientist cannot escape studying 
the play of social goals and their implementation in his study of society 
and social problems, I do not suggest however that it is the social sciontirl: 
vdio sets the social goals. While each social science —  and this is 
especially true of economics —  has loyalty to scientific methodology 
appropriate and available to its discipline, the social goals of human 
endeavour are not set by the social scientists in their professional 
capacity nor can they claim any special expertise for setting social goals. 
Social goals ore set by leaders of thouĝ it, leaders of people, public 
opinion, traditional values eind the impact of values from outside; and often 
they may not be universally agreed goals but represent a consensus and a
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compromise among conflicting goals. For the social ocicntiot the 
goals are given exogeneously, though there is nothing to prevent him 
from himself participating in such goal setting as an individual. It 
is only in this sense that one can speak of the social scientist as 
being *neutral* betv/een ends,

I must hasten to point out, however, that *ends' also 
constitute a subject for study by social scientists. The study of 
man in society cannot mean just a description of how he lives in 
society or the relations that emerge or the institutional and other 
machinea:y through vdiich he functions. It must also include a 8t\idy of 

he functions as he does and this means not only a study of individual 
and social psychology but also of the goals he seeks and the norms and 
value systems that influences him in the formulation of the goalsj and 
there could be —  and often is —  a difference bo tv/con individual goals 
and social goals and the conflict, compromise and inter-action between 
them, llie goals and the value systems have a history behind them not 
only in their evolution but also in their interpretation, modification 
and implementation or othenvise throu^ history, A study of social goals 
and value systems and their working in social life is therefore very' 
much within the province of the social scientist, Wlien I speak of a sense 
in idiich the social scientist is neutral between ends, I do not mean that 
the social scientist Is not free to have loyalty to the values he believes 
in or the goals they indicate; vdiat I mean is only that he docs not allov̂  
the ends in which he believes to influence him in giving up his loyalty 
to the scientific method or in indulging in suppresio veri in his 
collection of facts or suggestio falsi in his analysis or reasoning.

Social Science is thus a study of man in society vdiich has both 
positive and normative aspects about it. In its positive aspect, it studies 
the actual behaviour' and functioning of man in society, in its normative 
aspect, it studies value systems atxi social goals as part of the explanatioi 
of why man functions as he does and as part of the data needed to enable 
him to ancLlyso the direction in which society has been moving in the post, 
is moving in the present and likely to move in the lUture,

Among the social sciences, economics has a pride of place. This 
is portly of course due to the fact' that economic activity constitutes a 
major port of humaxi activity and in addition has also considerable influ^cc 
on other aspects of social activity. But it is also partly due to tlie fact



that scientific methods can bo applied more easily to economic data 
and economic activity tl'icji other kinds of .social activity. It has 
also a longer tradition of using scientific metliods in its inqxiiry 
and improving and refining them over the years from vdien it ha-s been 
functioning as a separate academic discipline. It has also been more 
successful in identifying uniformities and formulating generalisations 
regarding human behaviour in the economic context which could be treated 
as valid over both time and space, Tlius price theoty relating to 
individual commodities, the distinction between the short period ond 
the long period, principles governing allocation of resources for 
maximising efficiency, diminishing marginal return to successive 
individual inputs ivithout changing other inputs and a host of other 
so-called economic laws or theorems or generalised explanation of 
economic activity, which can be verified by experience and be the basis 
for predictions, are found in economics and give it a superior status 
over the other social sciences. Economics thus includes a munber of 
aspects of economic activity that can be treated almost in the manner 
of the natural sciences including their predictive capacityj Eind it 
is this ^diich'has led to the dominant place occupied by economists among 
the social scientists*

Ihe role of the economist is not however only confined to the 
formulation of some simple laws of economic behaviour and their application 
to concrete and generally micro-sxtuations. While the principle of 
maximisation with constraint and an efficient allocation of resources 
for the purpose is undoubtedly a part of economics that is free from 
normative considerations, ho cannot exclude from his evaluation normative 
considerations because the goal of economics is not just maximisation of 
output and minimisation of cost, but maximisation of human welfare, Tliat 
is why distribution of personal incomes is as much a part of the economist's 
concern as distribution of factor incomes or the prices paid for securing 
the services of factors of production. And in dealing with distribution 
of personal incomes he is compelled to take cognition not orily of monopoly 
profits and rentier incomes which have no economic base in maximising 
output but also of the initial distribution of productive assets and the 
non-neutral effects of institutional-intervention, whether by the State or 
otherwise, on the content of production m d  tlie distribution of the earnings 
from production. Welfare economics is as much a jiP-rt of economics as 
production eccnotfiics ivith its production functions, efficient allocation of 
resources and maximisation of output and accumulation. And sucli welfare
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cconomios includes a study of botli distribution and consumption from 
a normativG standpoint as much as from a descriptive or explanatory 
rngle,

Tlie economist who deals with \7elfare economics is a social 
scientist \dio drav/s not only on economics and economic phenomena but 
also on other social science disciplines not only in his analysis and 
prescriptions but eyen in his choice and collection of social data.

In fact, an economist, vdien he is functioning p-s a social 
scientist, has to deal v;ith man as an integrated individual and not only 
vdth his economic motivations or the interplay of economic bdia-viour, 
Itan's economic response is influenced by mary non-eoonomic factors, 
impulses, and* institutions, Tiie economist's approach to the economic 
problem has to be not only in terras of economic techniques and econcMnic 
analysis, but also include the historical, comparative, and institutional 
approaches, ^ must confess however, that as economics developed into 
\diat it believed was a science o.nalagoi;s to the natural sciences, 
economists tended to neglect these other approaches end became just 
eccnoraists, the truth of vdiose findings found consistency within their 
assumptions but progressively ceased to find correspondence with the 
vAiole reality and lost its not wholly negligible predictability on major 
and macro-economic issues and influence on policy matters. Indian 
economists as a class have erred in this matter even more than their 
western colleagues, for v/e are not only dominated by western ideas and 
techniques but also are usually several years, if not decades, later 
in following up these ideas and tecliniques which, in any case, have 
their roots in western social and economic phenomena. We also lic.vo a 
weakness for formulating of universals rather than of particulars,
Whetlier spatial or sectoral, and do not like to be lost in the details 
of Indian identity.

All this has dimi^hed tlie effectiveness of the Indian economist*e 
role 08 a social scientist and led either to incorrect influence on policy 
issues or considerably diminished his influence on them.

Much of the failure of the Indiaji economist in helping to 
throw a clearer li^it on the working of the Indian cconony or tlie 
direction in v/hich it is moving or an intogrr-tcd analysis of tlio 
factors which can influence this direction in a desired channel is due 
to the confusion in vdiich he is labouring regarding liis own role. Ho 
does not Itnow if he is a scientist or a social scientist. He is not



cleax ill his mind v/)iether his universe of discourse is the Indioji
reality or a nebialous mix of Indian reality and Western ideas or
ideolofifies. He is not sure whether his discipline requires him to
take the non-economic frontiers end dimensions of Indian reality as
given or whether he is entitled to examine their play with economic
piienotnena and bring it under his oconoTnic analysis, /nd he continues
to bo haunted by the doctrine of naturality and tlie desire to be
objective betv/een conflicting social, political and economic ideologies.
The g^ost released by Lionel Robbins of economics being a science of use of'
choice in thê  scarce means for acliieving defined ends still continues to 
haiint not onl;/ the newly active neo-classical economist in the west 
but also the Indian eccnomist whose major reality is tlic problem of 
Indian poverty and unenployment.

I majf̂ close this brief address by drawing attention, in capsule 
form, to some of the lacunae in the limctioning of the Indian economist, 
including myself, in his treatment of the problems of the Indian economy, 
which are adversely affecting his role as a social scientist. Those are :

1, Inadequate attention to the historical approach in the
- handling of economic problems cither in the collection and 

analysis of data or in drawing on past experience in forming 
policy conclusions for tlie future,

2. Conspicuous neglect of the comparative approach and failure 
to draw on the experience of other countries vdiich havo 
faced or ore facing similar problems in their economic 
development or in their attempts at planned economic 
grov/th (as in the case of other developing countries of Latin 
America, Africa, the Near East and the Far East) or 
socialist development (as in the U,S,S,R,, or Cliina or tlie 
Communist countries of Eastern Europe) or generally 
undergoing social and economic change,

5, Inadeqxjate attention to the role played by ideas, institutions,
class and group interests, foreign capital, imported technoJo;;,"', 

and state intervention in shaping economic 
imilti-na.tioiu’.ls,ybehaviour and activity,

4. Excessive preoccupation with economic problems viev/ed from 
a country-v/idc bni'ls, neglect of regional end sub-rogional 

, studies on different aspects of economic activity, and 
general failure to integrate micro-findin^^s \/itii imcro-analysis
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Go necooGary for a country of the olzi; and diveroity 
of India,

5« Neglect of the medium end long period^in the hExridllng 
of economic questions,

I am sure there ore many other directions in which the Indian 
economist has to Improve his functioning as a social scientist. V/liat I 
liave listed abqve is, hov/ever, in iry viev;, sufficiently importartt and 
urgent to merit special mention.

If I may be forgiven aa autobiographical note, I v/ould like 
to add that I regard myself as an economist v/ho has been trying to play 
the role of a social scientist. The early training I had under Prof,P.A. 
Wadia of blessed memory in Logic, Political Science and Political Eccnoiiy 
gave me the needed start; and the atmospliere of Borabcy during those years 
and till I v/ent fto Cambridge in 1952 got ny economic studies heavily mixed 
up with social concem for ny people and the problem of Indian mass 
poverty for lAiich I found the explanation in British rule and colonial 
exploitation, I \iq.s also influenced by Qatidhiji and his movement for 
Indian freedom and its emphasis on non-violence and the d a r l d r a - n a , 
and simultaneously I was also influenced by the vast socio-economic, 
changes in an ege.litarian and mass oriented direction which was taking 
place in the Soviet Union, tliou^ I did not like the violence that 
accompanied it, I was also shocked by the attitude of the Indian 
coninunist party to Gandhiji and tlae motives they attributed to his 
movement for Indian freedom. I liad therefore developed a definite 
view-point regarding our social goals, which I identified with political 
and uoonomio ftoodom and the ontabllaluiient of n dL'iuoci’i'.tlti uociallat 
society vdthout resort to violence or a civil war or tlie suppression of 
civil ri^ts, I must confess that ny thinking did not extend to on 
analysis of the country's historica.1 social framework and its relation 
to Indian economics and politics or our examination of the Indian 
problem from the Marxist rngle. I suppose I was just m  ardent nationalist 
with an idealist prediliction for democratic socialism. But I have no 
doubt this had its influence on the articles I vm>te and the public 
lectures I gave on Indian economic problems, I could not describe nyself 
either as a value-free economist or an economic teclTnician*

I did acquire some competence in scientific economics during 
iry under-graduate studies in Cambridge and also develop)ed loyalty to 
logic and the truth that lay behind facts as p^iinst bias or prejudice



In the application of economic analysis, I vyas pcrliaps on the way 
to becoming a Scî jhtiflc economist. But I was too much of-an 
emotionally siircharged Indian to cease to be influenced in my 
thinking by the social goals vdiich I had como to believe in even 
before I went to Cambridge ; all that the stay in Cambridge did v/as 
to get some understanding of these goals in the Barger context of 
imperialism and the capitalist development responsible for its 
emergence, and a better appreciation of the lino that Ncliru was 
taking in giving a global perspective to the Indian freedom movement.
My rese^ch work on the national income of India not only thrc\7 me into 
a forest, of disjointed facts but also stimulated adventurous exercises 
in building now facts on the basis of all available bits and pieces 
(vAiat Bov/ley called "building brick without straw" in his introduction 
to my book); but this was done on a scientific or value-neutral basis,
Vfliat it also did v/as to give me a comprehensive insist into ptractically 
all the then available data base on the Indian oconony and along v/ith 
it a deepened conviction about tlie economic goals of the freedom movement 
and the ubiquitious presence of mass poverty as the imjor Indian problem,
I could now clearly see that ny role as an economist had to be in the 
direction of wliat could be done to raise India's national income and 
remove the mass poverty of her people rather than work at attempts to 
vddcn the frontiers of economic knowledge in general. And this has remained 
ny goal throughout ny work as an economist, thcugli it lias been combined 
v/ith inatitution-bviilding proolivitios and frequent Incursions into 
public life, includir^ a brief spell in politics and parliament.

It is tills dominance on ny mind of value-systems nnd social 
goals that has mode roe a social scientist rather than an economist 
proper (as generally understood). This has led me to concentrate vdiatever 
little economic writing or speaking that I have done on Indian reality 
and policy-oriented issues relatirg thereto. It is this which has also 
led roe for so many years to emfhasise the need for an inter-disciplinary 
approach in dealing with economic problems and get together a number of 
social sciences other than economics in the institutions I started 
culminating in tlio Institute for Social and Economic Cliniigc, vflicro these 
are gathered under one umbrella varied assortment of social sciences 
and social scientists and an attempt is made to apply on intcr-disciplinary 
approach in many of its research projects. I do not think it would be 
proper, or perhaps even necessary, to list out the writings in vAiich over 
the last five decades cuid more, I have tried to play the role of a social 
scientist either in the choice of topics or tlvc view-point from vAiich 
analysis or evaluation was undertaken or policies suggested, or how I
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have always ‘brou^t in non-economic consideiatlons \diich come under 
the jjurview of other social sciences into my daip aiialysis ond policy 
suggostions. In n̂jr view, it is not only the economist but also all the 
other social scientists d̂io have to bring in a multi-disciplinaiy 
approach if they are dealing with concrete reality and the functioning 
of man in society; and this is particularly necessary not only for 
understanding the vhole situation \diich motivates and also restrains 
individual and social behaviour but also for suggesting policy 
measures for action in the desired direction,

Hr*lly, I would like to express iry indebtetlness to the 
learned authors of tiie pajors presented at this workshop vdiich I have 
read and from vdiich I have, benefited greatly in crystal! sing 
thinking on the subject.


